


is small collection of projects should give you an idea of what I have to offer, in terms of Graphic Design.

I have credentials.

ere’s not much else to say.

I’ve seen things. I’ve learned things. I’ve done things. I’ve been places. 



(90 degrees clockwise)



                            4 years as teacher’s aide in the Graphic Design certication program at WWCC,
                       during which time I worked with the education department and outside groups

  to design numerous pamphlets, newsletters, logo packages, posters, etc.



Throughout a few of the courses of my Graphic Design certication, I was assigned various design projects involving 
Force Street Cycle. This was the stationery package project, using parts from preceding assignments 
(logo development, business card design). I chose to make the business card a parallelogram, to make it stick out, 
literally and guratively.



While working as Teacher’s Aide in WWCC’s GD Program, I was approached by a member of the Walla Walla Sweets Roller Derby
team, to produce a poster for one of their upcoming bouts. The poster needed to be able to attract attention amongst countless 
other posters on the local YMCA walls. The results led to two years of continued patronage, including posters, web banners, and 
pamphlets for many of their events. More examples on the next two pages.



For this poster, I found an image from one of WWSRG’s recent bouts, of a skater swinging her arm forward as a rival skater 
pulled on her other arm. It appeared that she was punching the air, and that gave me the idea of the punch landing on the 
year, breaking glass behind it. The rippled glass lter used on the background image was meant to give it a griity, punk rock 
feel, while also making up for the poor image quality. The fonts used were meant to be a combination of old and new, 
or what I like to call “Neo-Retro”.



Another WWSRG yearly bouts poster. This was in my “bars” phase. I used the diagonal bars to attract attention to the large 
amount of specic information required for the poster, and the red to once again attract attention in the midst of countless 
other announcements.



These two images were part of a larger series of pictograph signs I envisioned, in my personal time, 
during my time as Teacher’s Aide.



This was an assignment from one of my Bachelor degree classes, to make a magazine advertisement for Amethyst Bay 
Resort and Spa. A little predictable, using purple to represent amethyst, but overall I was happy with the results, 
as was the instructor.



(90 degrees counter-clockwise)



This WWCC Education poster relied heavily on the retro, satirical styles of design rm Morning Breath Inc.’s album art for rock band Queens of the Stone Age. 
One of the most enjoyable pieces I created for the education department.



A satirical (not really) take on pharmaceutical ads, accentuating the contradictory statements so often common in such ads. 



A poster made for one of my hobbies, leathercraft. A hard balance between using as many images as possible, to show the possibilities, and keeping the message easily discernable.
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